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Executive Summary 

The Haas School of Business at the University of California, Berkeley seeks a forward-thinking and 

innovative leader to serve as its next Senior Assistant Dean for Instruction (SADI). 
 
UC Berkeley is internationally renowned for excellence, for the opportunities it affords students of 
all backgrounds, and for pioneering achievements across all disciplines. The Berkeley campus is 
home to more than 31,000 undergraduates and more than 11,000 graduate students, and 
approximately 1,500 ladder-rank faculty across 14 schools and colleges. 

 

As the second-oldest business school in the United States, the Haas School of Business at UC 

Berkeley has been questioning the status quo since its founding in 1898. At Berkeley Haas, a 
fundamental step in redefining the business leader is to get the culture right because this culture 
encourages students to develop the mindset and behaviors of innovative leaders. The Haas School 
students, faculty, staff, and alumni live out the distinctive culture by embracing four Defining 
Leadership Principles: Question the Status Quo, Confidence without Attitude, Students Always, and 

Beyond Yourself. 
 

Haas' 75 ladder-rank faculty and almost 200 professional (non-Senate) faculty are at the cutting 
edge of business research and teaching. In addition to two Nobel Prizes, they have earned awards 
for spearheading research knowledge in game theory, behavioral finance, open innovation, and 
knowledge management. Berkeley Haas offers six degree programs, executive education, and 
several certificates and summer programs. US News and World Report ranks Berkeley Haas 
number seven in best business schools and number two in part-time MBA programs. About 2,500 
undergraduate and graduate students come from around the world each year to attend Berkeley 
Haas. They join a network of more than 41,000 alumni eager to help each other grow and thrive in 
their professional lives. 

 

Berkeley Haas seeks a passionate Senior Assistant Dean for Instruction who is committed to 
furthering the Berkeley Haas difference and culture through authentic and empathetic leadership, 
community building, and a desire to impact the future of education in a public, professional school 
environment. This new leader will bring a deep understanding of the value and pedagogy of 

business school education, a genuine commitment to high quality teaching and curriculum, 
experience to understand the needs of different students in different programs, and the ability to 
lead and influence stakeholders – especially professional faculty and ladder-rank faculty – with a 
variety of priorities and expertise. The Senior Assistant Dean for Instruction will play a critical role 
in developing and executing a vision for the future of instruction at Haas and create greater 
cohesiveness across Haas programs while developing more formal structures for curriculum 
planning. The Senior Assistant Dean for Instruction will recruit, lead, and support the professional 
faculty, cultivate collaborative, collegial relations with the ladder faculty, and lead, manage and 
support the instruction team responsible for curriculum execution. Concomitantly, it will be 

essential for the new leader to develop excellent relationships with partners across the Berkeley 
campus. 

 

The successful candidate will have an advanced degree in public, business, or higher-education 

management or related areas, and/or equivalent experience or training; a doctoral degree as well 
as teaching experience in a professional school is preferred. The new Senior Assistant Dean for 
Instruction will have demonstrated advanced skills in strategy development, the leadership acumen 
required to oversee multiple functions and earn the respect of key stakeholders, and command of 
the principles and practice of effective instruction and management within higher education. A 
record of relationship-building typified by a collaborative, open, and accessible approach, a 

https://www.berkeley.edu/
https://www.berkeley.edu/campus-life
https://haas.berkeley.edu/
https://haas.berkeley.edu/
https://haas.berkeley.edu/about/the-haas-difference/our-culture/
https://haas.berkeley.edu/about/the-haas-difference/our-culture/
https://haas.berkeley.edu/programs/
https://haas.berkeley.edu/programs/
https://haas.berkeley.edu/mba/academics/other-academics/certificates/
https://haas.berkeley.edu/base/
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commitment to advancing diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging, and the communication and 
interpersonal skills to lead by influence are essential. 

 

To submit a nomination, apply, or express personal interest in this position, please see "Procedure 
for Candidacy" section at the end of this document. 

 

Role of the Senior Assistant Dean 
 
The Senior Assistant Dean for Instruction (SADI) manages the full general operations of all academic 

programs at the Haas School. The SADI is responsible for overseeing and implementing the Haas School’s 

teaching mission and student experience across the School’s six degree programs. The SADI oversees 

academic program management, curricular planning, implementation of instructional policies (course 

content and core offerings) approved by the ladder faculty, student services, and academic advising, 

student life and development, training, and professional development for both ladder and non-ladder 

faculty (including monitoring and follow-up on teaching evaluations for all faculty and graduate student 

instructors), and hiring and evaluation of all non-Senate faculty at the Haas School. 

 
General management responsibilities include long and short-range strategic planning in determining the 

mission and directing all activities of the Haas School’s multi-disciplinary academic programs through 

subordinate management staff. The SADI is one of six key senior executive leaders of the Haas School 

that have non-overlapping and equally important responsibilities; these senior executive leaders are the 

Associate Deans for Academic Affairs (2 ladder faculty), the SADI, and the Chief Strategy and Operating 

Officer. Reporting directly to the Dean, the SADI is also a member of the Dean’s management team. 

Responsibilities include: 

▪ Determines and establishes organizational structures and supervisory relationships for the Haas 
School’s degree programs; provides supervision of and guidance to degree and certificate program 

Assistant Deans and Directors; allocates resources across the programs consistent with the School’s 

academic objectives; thus, responsible for managing a major segment of academic programs on the 

Campus. 

▪ As a member of the Dean’s management team and one of six key senior executives at the Haas 
School, participates with other higher-level managers to establish School-wide strategic plans and 

objectives. Ensures that the curriculum in the School’s portfolio of degree and certificate programs is 

appropriately designed, scheduled, and staffed. Formulates strategic changes to and innovations in 

the School’s instructional programs and then implements them working closely with the Dean and the 

faculty. Responsible for appointing the degree program committees and serves as ex officio member 

of those committees and the School’s Executive Committee (comprised of the faculty chairs of the 

School’s nine academic groups). When the Dean is unavailable due to scheduling conflicts, represents 

the Dean by meeting VIPs and speaking at School and public events. 

▪ Makes decisions on administrative or operational matters and ensures achievement of operation's 
objectives. Oversees all aspects of the hiring, review, and reappointment of non-Senate faculty 

instructors, including teaching assignments and compliance with the Unit 18 contract. Manages the 

integration of non-Senate faculty into the School community, including serving as the primary liaison 

from the School’s Management Team to the Professional Faculty Advisory Committee on Teaching (P- 
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Fact). Ensures that non-Senate faculty meet quality standards established by the Association to 

Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) accrediting body. Oversees all aspects of the hiring, 

appointment, and review of Graduate Student Assistants (GSIs) and Readers. Works with the 

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and the faculty chairs of the School’s nine academic groups 

where there is an intersection of responsibilities involving ladder faculty, such as teaching 

assignments, teaching quality, and committee assignments. Manages discretionary teaching credit 

budget and negotiates teaching credit details with individual ladder faculty. 

▪ Interacts with and advises higher-level management on controversial situations, customer 
negotiations, or influencing and persuading other high level managers, including situations involving 

violations of the student, staff, or faculty codes of conduct or other University policies. Serves as the 

person to whom a student can appeal a decision of a degree or certificate program director, request 

an exception to a policy, or resolve a dispute with an instructor (including an allegation of violation of 

the honor code). 

▪ May coordinate or oversee activities for other UC campus locations or external universities. Works 
with other UC business schools to coordinate common instructional issues and activities. Also, 

consults other national and international business schools to keep informed of trends and innovations 

in business education. 

▪ Instills strong management practices among subordinate managers. Meets individually each week and 
periodically as a group with the degree and certificate program directors to ensure that there is a 

common understanding of current initiatives, issues, policies, and activities. 

▪ Represents the Haas School in campus-wide and system-wide meetings and discussions. Works with 
other Colleges, Schools, and Departments to coordinate common instructional issues and activities. 

▪ Influences and implements campus-wide processes. Works with the Graduate Division to ensure that 
each of the degree programs conforms to all rules and regulations of the Graduate Division such as 

graduation requirements, new courses, and new degree requirements. Works with other campus 

units on campus-wide- committees to obtain approval of instructional innovations and to ensure 

compliance with campus and University policies. 
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Opportunities and Expectations for Leadership 

The changing landscape of business education presents challenges and opportunities for business 

schools. The next Senior Assistant Dean for Instruction will work with many constituencies to chart 
the way toward the continued success of Berkeley Haas. The new SADI will have to advance the 
following key areas: 

 

▪ Develop and execute a vision for the future of instruction at Haas 

Working collaboratively with faculty and school leadership, the SADI will manage and lead a 
process to define the future direction of Haas' instructional programs and develop a plan to 

achieve that vision. The plan must implement innovations in business education, changes in 
delivery necessitated by the pandemic, and changes in student and employer expectations. The 
SADI will manage the teaching capacity and expertise required to realize this vision. 

 

The current generation of students want the curriculum to reflect the responsibility business 
leaders have to their customers, shareholders, employees, and to society as a whole. They care 
about sustainability, diversity, and inclusion, as well as how companies interact with the 
political system. There is a tremendous opportunity for the new SADI to work with the Dean 
and faculty to ensure the curriculum addresses these issues and maintains the rigor of the 
business education to educate and train tomorrow’s leaders. The vision must align with 
Berkeley's mission as a top public research university. 

 

The SADI has the opportunity to provide creative and talented people the opportunity to design 
and develop new courses. Recent years have seen the development of design thinking, data 
analytics, and sustainability in business, among others. The SADI has the resources and 
opportunity to try new things. Both current ladder faculty and professional faculty come to the 
SADI with new course proposals. The SADI identifies whether a course bolsters the curriculum 
vision, ensures proposals are rigorous, and works in concert with current offerings while also 
confirming the proposed instructor has the ability and support to be successful. This work must 
happen in the context of a comprehensive, clear, and strategic vision for the future of Haas' 
instructional programs. The new SADI will work collaboratively to articulate this vision, develop 

an implementation plan, and oversee its execution. 

 

▪ Encourage curricular coordination across the programs and spearhead formal 
curriculum planning 

 
Within Haas, the SADI has the most comprehensive view of the instructional program – it is 
within their role that the whole curriculum comes together across all programs. The SADI 
understands the entire array of course offerings, the course schedule and sequencing, teaching 

assignments, student interests, and faculty interests, among other factors. They also see 
emerging interests and needs in business education nationally and globally. Given this 
perspective, the SADI will be expected to ensure there is cohesion among the programs. They 
will also ensure that the three strategic pillars adopted by the school – innovation, diversity and 

inclusion, and sustainability – are integrated into the instructional program in meaningful ways. 
 

There is an opportunity for the new SADI to put in place a more formalized and continuous 
curriculum planning process. This process would ensure that program chairs and curriculum 

committees are talking to each other and take a more comprehensive, coherent view of the 
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curriculum. It would also invite and incorporate, as appropriate, feedback from corporate 
recruiters and Haas alumni. 

 

▪ Lead and support the professional faculty and develop a more formal process for 
identifying and cultivating new professional faculty 

 
The SADI leads a group of almost 190 professional faculty at Haas whose talent and expertise 

drive teaching excellence. The SADI is responsible for their hiring, course assignments, 
evaluation, and professional development. 

 

More than half of the professional faculty have security of employment. They have full teaching 
loads and go through a merit review similar to ladder faculty. They are complemented by a 
group of professional lecturers that range from new to highly seasoned practitioners who teach 
anywhere from several classes each semester to a one-unit class each year. Given Haas' 
location in the San Francisco Bay Area and proximity to Silicon Valley, Haas attracts 
tremendous business talent from the financial, technology, venture capital, and biotech 
industries, among others. Haas also welcomes visiting teachers from other top business 
schools. The professional faculty teach across all six degree programs and must be exceptional 
instructors to maintain Haas' teaching excellence. 

 

Over time, the SADI will be expected to come to know each member of the professional faculty, 
personally understanding what is important to them, the strengths they bring, their teaching 
history, and the unique role they play in shaping Haas' rich curriculum. The SADI uses this 
knowledge to arrange teaching that works for each person and aligns with Haas’ objectives. The 

SADI will be flexible in creating these arrangements while minimizing competition or feelings of 
inequity. This capacity will serve the SADI well as they work across both the ladder faculty and 
professional faculty. 

 

The SADI is responsible for ensuring that instructional needs are met each term. This means 

covering gaps in teaching due to sabbaticals and leaves. There is an opportunity for the new 
SADI to develop a more institutionalized and formal process to source, cultivate, and recruit 
new professional faculty to facilitate last minute needs to fill instructional gaps. The SADI must 
manage a delicate balance between professional faculty and ladder faculty. When allocating 

course assignments, ladder faculty and lecturers with security of employment have higher 
priority. This can leave professional faculty in a vulnerable position, especially during 
challenging budgetary times like those experienced during the pandemic. The SADI must 
manage these situations with open communication and great sensitivity so that professional 

faculty, who are critical to Haas’ teaching portfolio, feel connected and valued. 

 

▪ Build strong relationships with ladder faculty; manage implications of faculty growth 

The SADI needs to develop collaborative and productive relationships with the ladder faculty at 
Haas. The SADI will earn their respect, trust, and support by serving as a valued, visible 
partner who takes a genuine interest in their research and invests the time to understand and 
appreciate the pressures and constraints they face as highly productive research faculty within 

a professional school environment. 
 

At times there is the need to negotiate with faculty to take on new or expanded teaching 
responsibilities or to teach at a less-than-ideal time. The SADI will approach these 

conversations with respect, patience, and understanding. 
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The teaching culture at Haas includes a set of values, many of which are in conflict, that 
produce a complex tension the SADI has to manage. From this tension, wonderful gems have 
emerged. The culture is characterized by high standards for performance in the classroom and 
high expectations for quality of education. It also values freedom for instructors and faculty 

who are given enormous flexibility to determine what they teach and talk about. The degree to 
which they coordinate with other faculty is entirely under faculty control and, given the norms 
around independence, governance, and the university more broadly, there is no formal 
mechanism for enforcing that. The SADI navigates these tensions through influence rather than 

authority and with a high level of emotional intelligence. 
 

Haas seeks to increase the number of ladder faculty and to grow and further strengthen its 
research. This must be considered as new programs and courses are developed and these new 

ladder faculty join Haas and take on teaching responsibility. As the School evolves and grows in 
this direction, how the SADI balances the ladder and professional faculty portfolio and 
communicates as part of these shifts will be important. The SADI will manage these 
considerations, serving as point person for all faculty, addressing their unique needs and 

concerns while ensuring the curriculum is executed. 
 

▪ Develop strong relationships with partners across the Berkeley campus 

The SADI works in partnership with colleagues and offices across the Berkeley campus to 
achieve Haas's instructional goals. Those offices include the graduate division, student affairs, 
academic personnel, faculty equity and welfare, labor relations, the provost's office, and 
counterparts at a number of Berkeley's other schools, among others. The SADI will work 

effectively and cooperatively with these partners to make sure all university procedures and 
policies are followed and appropriate support and approvals are in place to hire professional 
faculty and advance the instructional programs. In an effort to be responsive to the market 
place and fierce competition among top business schools, Haas has often been a pioneer of 
trying new things which has pushed the boundaries of university policies. In doing so 

successfully, Haas has become a model for innovation on the campus. Establishing and 
nurturing these collaborative and collegial relationships will be an immediate, important, and 
ongoing priority for the new SADI. 

 

In addition, there is high demand among non-business undergraduates at Berkeley to take 
classes at Haas. With campus partners, the SADI will help manage enrollments to find the right 
balance between student demand and Haas' teaching capacity taking into account the financial 
implications for Haas. 
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Professional Qualifications and Personal Qualities 

Reporting directly to the Dean of the Haas School of Business and one of six key senior executive 

leaders, the Senior Assistant Dean for Instruction provides strategic and innovative leadership for 
the Haas School of Business. 

 

The successful candidate will have an advanced degree in public, business or higher-education 

management-related areas, and/or equivalent experience/training. A doctoral degree in public, 
business, or higher education management and professional school teaching experience is 
preferred but not required. 

 

In addition, the ideal candidate will have many of the following qualities: 

 

▪ Strategy development, systems planning, and change management: Demonstrated 
experience to articulate and engage in long-term planning for the Haas School, drive the 
development of new programs and significant revisions and reorganization of existing activities 
to achieve the strategic goals and objectives of Haas, and ensure that the curriculum in the 
school's portfolio of degree and certificate programs is appropriately designed, scheduled, and 
staffed. 

 

▪ Visionary leadership: An appreciation of, and the skills to work within, a model and tradition 
of faculty governance; the skill to oversee multiple functions and departments; successfully 
manage people, programs and change, in a large, complex environment; effectiveness in 
presenting complex and changing concerns on behalf of Haas to the campus and stakeholder 
community; skills to influence positive instructional and degree program change across 
organizational entities. 

 

▪ Commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion: A demonstrable commitment to and 
record of leadership in advancing diversity, equity, and inclusion, and exemplary skill in 
communicating and collaborating with diverse groups. 

 

▪ Political acumen: The wisdom and experience to navigate the cultural, political, and 
bureaucratic realities of a pre-eminent public research university efficiently and effectively; 
skills to work collaboratively and act persuasively in sensitive situations; skills in conflict 
management techniques. 

 

▪ Budget management, financial planning, and resource allocation: Experience with 
budgets, financial planning, and strategic resource allocation for the Haas School's academic 
programs. 

 

▪ Problem solving: A demonstrated track record in problem prevention and resolution that 
require novel processes that cut across organizational boundaries; demonstrated skill to solve 
unstructured and partially structured problems using diplomacy and judgment about the school 
and campus priorities and available resources. 
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▪ Skill to establish and steward effective relationships: The skill and experience to steward 
relationships across the campus community and within public and private sectors, leveraging 
excellence in concrete positive outcomes. A record of facilitating interdisciplinary collaborations. 

 

▪ Emotional intelligence: The empathy, skills, and capacity to relate to others, see other points 
of view and build broad support for decisions. The capacity to balance and reconcile a deep 
commitment to academic freedom and free speech with the responsibilities of institutional 
leadership. 

 

▪ Ethics and integrity: Excellent judgement and the highest integrity. A commitment to 
democracy, the common good of humanity and business education. 

 

▪ Superb communication skills: Exceptional capacity to promote the Haas School of Business 
mission and brand across and beyond the Berkeley campus; authentic communication and 
active listening whether the interactions are with faculty, staff, students, campus leaders, 
alumni, donors, or external communities of interest. 

 
About Haas School of Business 

 
Founded in 1898, Haas is the second-oldest business school in the country and the oldest at a public 

university. The school’s mission – to develop leaders who redefine how we do business – is rooted in its 

distinctive culture and a commitment to values-driven leadership. This unique culture was codified nearly 

a decade ago into four Defining Leadership Principles that have become integral to the school’s identity, 

internally and externally: 

▪ Question the status quo 

▪ Confidence without attitude 

▪ Students always 

▪ Beyond yourself 

Moreover, the school is very much a part of the broader national debate over the content and purpose of 

business education in the nation’s universities, particularly in MBA programs. Its focus on values-driven 

leadership engages these debates head on, with a bold effort to redefine the business school graduate as 

someone equipped not only with rigorous training in core business disciplines, but also with critical 

thinking skills—the ability to frame questions creatively and to consider multiple perspectives—along with 

a deep and practical appreciation for the wider responsibilities of business leadership. 

 
Located in the heart of the world’s innovation center, the Berkeley Haas difference includes creating “new 

thinking for a new economy.” The “New Economy” is based on industries that are on the cutting edge of 

technology and the driving force of economic growth. Forty percent of employers find it difficult to recruit 

employees who are adept at critical thinking, communication, and constant adaptability—skills that are 

critical to thrive in this economy. At Haas, teaching and research is adapted to reflect this new reality. In 
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the new economy, competitive advantage accrues to people and organizations that harness these skills 

best. 

 

Haas’ six degree programs (Undergraduate Program, Full-time MBA, Evening & Weekend MBA, MBA for 

Executives, Master of Financial Engineering, and PhD) are consistently ranked among the world’s best; 

three of its six degree programs routinely rank either first or second nationally and the other three are in 

the top 10. Haas’ executive education, certificate and summer programs give students from around the 

globe the opportunity for a world-class education in an environment that is second to none. Cutting-edge 

research is conducted through Haas’ 15 research institutes and centers, which are run by faculty, and 

serve as intellectual hubs for faculty, students, and members of the business community. 

 

With an annual operating budget of roughly $180 million, Haas employs 75 tenure-track faculty members 

and approximately 200 professional faculty members. Haas faculty are internationally recognized leaders 

in the study of the business, economic, social, political, and technological forces shaping global markets. 

In addition to two Nobel Prizes, they have earned awards for spearheading research knowledge in game 

theory, behavior finance, Open Innovation, and knowledge management. More than half of the Haas 

faculty are either originally from outside the United States or have extensive international experience. 

 

Global experience is integral to Haas’ programs. A global business perspective is part of many courses, 

and students are encouraged to take advantage of international opportunities, such as spending a 

semester abroad, planning study trips to other countries, or serving as a consultant overseas. In addition, 

students participate in numerous clubs, business competitions, fellowship programs, and research centers 

with an international focus. 

 
Haas’ 2,500 undergraduate and graduate students hail from more than 40 countries, speak many 

languages, and many have lived, studied, or worked abroad. They join a network for over 41,000 

graduates in 80 countries eager to help each other grow and thrive in their professional lives. 

 

The Berkeley Haas campus has been elevated in recent years by a variety of new facilities, including Chou 

Hall, a state-of-the-art LEED Platinum academic building (funded substantially by the largest gift to UC 

Berkeley by an alumnus under the age of 40) that opened in Fall 2017 and transforms the classroom 

experience for students and faculty while significantly reducing space-related constraints on  

programmatic – and revenue – growth. 
 

https://haas.berkeley.edu/Undergrad/
https://mba.haas.berkeley.edu/?_ga=2.1027508.480804540.1612711990-1536679498.1600455912
https://ewmba.haas.berkeley.edu/?_ga=2.1027508.480804540.1612711990-1536679498.1600455912
https://mbaforexecs.haas.berkeley.edu/?_ga=2.27174072.480804540.1612711990-1536679498.1600455912
https://mbaforexecs.haas.berkeley.edu/?_ga=2.27174072.480804540.1612711990-1536679498.1600455912
https://mfe.haas.berkeley.edu/?_ga=2.27174072.480804540.1612711990-1536679498.1600455912
https://haas.berkeley.edu/phd/?_ga=2.27174072.480804540.1612711990-1536679498.1600455912
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Leadership 
 
Ann Harrison, Bank of America Dean 

 
Ann E. Harrison became the 15th dean of the Haas School of Business on 

January 1, 2019. A renowned economist, she has dedicated her career to 

creating inclusive and sustainable policies in development economics, 

international trade, and global labor markets. Harrison came to Haas from the 

University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School, where she was a professor of 

multinational management and business economics and public policy. Before 

joining Wharton in 2012, she was the director of development policy at the 

World Bank, where she co-managed a team of 300 researchers and staff. 

Harrison has deep Berkeley roots. She earned her bachelor’s degree from UC 

Berkeley with a double major in economics and history. She also served as a professor of Berkeley’s 

Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics from 2001 to 2011. 

 

Harrison is one of the most highly-cited scholars globally on foreign investment and multinational firms. 

She is the author of dozens of journal articles and the editor of three books, including Globalization and 

Poverty and The Factory-Free Economy: Outsourcing, Servitization, and the Future of Industry. In 2017, 

Harrison and her co-authors were awarded the prestigious Sun Yefang Prize by the Chinese Academy of 

Social Sciences. The prize, given every two years, is considered one of China’s most prestigious honors in 

economics. As director of development policy at the World Bank, Harrison reformed its process for 

allocating research funds and oversaw the institution’s flagship publications. She convinced the World 

Bank’s president to release all historical records on project loans, a milestone in increasing transparency. 

 
Harrison has been interviewed about global trade policies and manufacturing by top publications including 

Bloomberg, The New York Times, and The Los Angeles Times. In addition to Berkeley and Wharton, 

Harrison has held positions at Columbia Business School, the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard 

University, and the University of Paris. She has lectured at most major U.S. universities and in India, 

China, Latin America, Europe, the Philippines, and North Africa. 

 

Harrison earned her PhD in economics from Princeton University. She also holds a DEUG (diplôme 

d’études universitaires générales) from the University of Paris. Born in France, she is a dual citizen of the 

U.S. and France. 

 

About University of California, Berkeley 

Overview 
 
Berkeley remains one of the leading public universities in the world—a center of innovation and 

destination for thought leaders in politics, science, the arts, and all areas of human achievement—where 

serious thought and lively conversation spill out of classrooms into outdoor cafes and every corner of 

campus. 

 

The University of California was founded in 1868, born out of a vision in the State Constitution of a 

university that would “contribute even more than California’s gold to the glory and happiness of 
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advancing generations.” Home to more than 31,000 undergraduates and more than 11,000 graduate 

students, Berkeley is internationally renowned for excellence and pioneering achievements across all 

disciplines. At the heart of its preeminence are approximately 1,500 ladder-rank faculty across 14 schools 

and colleges. Berkeley’s professors are highly distinguished researchers, scholars, and leading experts in 

their fields, as attested by their many Nobel Prizes, other distinguished awards and memberships in the 

most prestigious learned societies. The campus is supported by nearly 9,000 talented and diverse staff. 

Academic Excellence through Equity, Inclusion, and Diversity 
 
UC Berkeley is committed to providing fair treatment, access, opportunity, and advancement for all. This 

commitment—which is at the heart of Berkeley’s mission as a public university—is also a continuation of 

the university’s historical role in advancing principles and policies for a democratic society. The campus is 

rightfully proud of the full spectrum of its diversity, encompassing differences in race, ethnicity, gender, 

age, and on other dimensions. 

 

Berkeley’s principles of community are rooted in its mission of teaching, research, and public service. 

They reflect a passion for critical inquiry, debate, discovery, and innovation, and the university’s deep 

commitment to contributing to a better world. Every member of the UC Berkeley community has a role in 

sustaining a safe, caring, and humane environment in which these values can thrive. 

Berkeley Quick Facts 

▪ No. 1 public university in the world as ranked by U.S. News & World Report, and No. 4 overall among 

public and private institutions 

▪ Total enrollment of more than 30,000 undergraduates and more than 11,000 graduate students 

▪ More than 350 degree programs across 14 colleges and schools 

▪ More than 1,500 full-time faculty, including recipients of 10 Nobel Prizes, 15 National Medals of 

Science, 4 Pulitzer Prizes, 3 A.M. Turing Prizes, and 1 Fields Medal 

▪ …as well as 144 National Academy of Sciences members, 251 American Academy of Arts and Science 

fellows, 108 Fulbright Scholars, and 145 Sloan Fellows 

▪ 4.41 average GPA of admitted freshmen 

▪ 17.6% admit rate 

▪ 19-to-1 student-faculty ratio 

▪ 98 national championships won by Cal teams 

https://diversity.berkeley.edu/principles-community
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Procedure for Candidacy 
 
All applications, nominations and inquiries are invited. Applications should include, as separate 

documents, a CV or resume and a letter of interest addressing the themes in this profile. 

 

WittKieffer is assisting the Haas School of Business at the University of California, Berkeley in this search. 

For fullest consideration, candidate materials should be received by April 23, 2021. 

 

Application materials should be submitted using WittKieffer’s candidate portal. 
 

Nominations and inquiries can be directed to: 

 
Suzanne Teer and Ashlee Winters 

BerkeleyHaasSrAsstDean@wittkieffer.com 
 

The University of California, Berkeley, is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer with a strong 
institutional commitment to the achievement of diversity. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for 
employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, 

disability, age or protected veteran status. 

 

For the complete University of California nondiscrimination and affirmative action policy see: 

http://policy.ucop.edu/doc/4000376/NondiscrimAffirmAct. 

https://candidateportal.wittkieffer.com/description?jobID=22119
mailto:BerkeleyHaasSrAsstDean@wittkieffer.com
http://policy.ucop.edu/doc/4000376/NondiscrimAffirmAct
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